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(Pocket-lint) - In the first UK, Sky has broadcast live shows using 4K Ultra High Definition. This event is to show that Sky has the technology to support UHD 4K and to assess its future potential. Sky filmed and broadcast Saturday's West Ham versus Stoke football match using four Sony F55 UHD cameras powered by two UHD EVS servers. They allowed Sky's in-house football production and broadcast
team to direct, produce and edit the game directly to be fed to Sony's 84-inch Ultra HD TV at its headquarters in West London.While this is not available to those who have spent £25,000 on Sony UHD 4K TVs themselves, it is a step in the right direction. Sky can now assess interest after physically displaying live broadcasts as possible - if only on a one-to-one scale now. After the BBC dropped 3D and Sky
did not offer Wimbledon in 3D this year, UHD is the next direction for television. This will become clearer this week at the IFA where Sony, Samsung and Acer will have to launch smartphones and tablets with 4K video recording capabilities. So homemade UHD 4K content should sedate for now. But with Sky making waves in front of the 4K it may not be long before your TV needs a UHD upgrade. Written
by Luke Edwards. Football fans no longer have to wait until September to watch their favorite sport – the XFL is back! After a 19-year hiatus, Vince McMahon has relaunched his alternative football league and we're here to make sure you catch every one of 43 games in the 2020 season - regardless of where you are - with our XFL live streaming guide. The XFL is a winter and spring football league that
originally debuted in 2001 but lasted only one season. While its first iteration was known for its gimmick (both on and off the field as it was created by the WWE chairman) the relaunched XFL would be football and football only. The 2020 XFL season features eight teams divided into two divisions. The New York Guardians, DC Defenders, Tampa Bay Vipers and St. Louis Battlehawks will play in the East
Division while the Seattle Dragons, Los Angeles Wildcats, Dallas Renegades and Houston Roughnecks will play in the West Division. Each team will play a total of 10 games this season with five games at home and five on the road. As for the schedule, the XFL season is much shorter than the NFL's 17-week regular season and there will be 10 weeks of regular play from February to April with four games
played per week. After week 10, the top two teams from the East Division and West Division will face off in the playoffs to earn a spot in the 2020 XFL Championship Game on April 26.Will the relaunched XFL be able to carve out a place for itself and succeed where McMahon's last effort create an alternative football league failed? Read on to find out how to get XFL live streams from anywhere in the world.
Want to watch basketball too? Then see how to get an NBA live streamIf you're trying to watch XFL football from the UK, US, Canada, or or keep reading because we have listed all the ways you can watch every game in the 2020 season on TV or online below. However, if you live in a country where the XFL is not broadcast or happen to be travelling abroad when the game you are trying to watch is being
shown, then you probably won't be able to see it as a result of geographical blocking. While you can search the internet trying to find a less reputable stream from Reddit, we have a better solution. By using a VPN, you can easily change the IP address of your laptop, tablet, or smartphone to appear as if you are in a different place where the XFL stream is being displayed. Virtual Private Network is perfect
for this as it allows you to change your IP address so that you seem to be in a completely different location, such as back in your home country where the XFL stream is being displayed. After testing and reviewing hundreds of VPNs, we can easily recommend ExpressVPN as our top choice. It's fast, secure and very easy to download and use. Also, it is compatible with a wide range of devices including
laptops, smartphones, game consoles, Apple TVs, Smart TVs and more. Check out ExpressVPN and get 3 months free with its annual plan as well as 49% off its regular price. This service can also be used to help you get around website blocking in offices, schools, and even certain countries. Since ExpressVPN uses encrypted tunnels, it will even help make you safer and more anonymous online. See our
guide to live streaming all the best sports from anywhere 2020 XFL ScheduleWeek 2 (February 15/16)- NY Guardians on DC Defenders: 2pm ET Saturday, February 15 at ABC- Tampa Bay Vipers at Seattle Dragons: 5pm ET Saturday, February 15 at Fox- Dallas Renegades at LA Wildcats: 3pm ET Sunday, February 16 on ABC- St. Louis Battlehawks at Houston Roughnecks: 6pm ET Sunday, February
16 at FS1Week 3pm (February 22/23)- Houston Roughnecks at TB Vipers: 2pm ET Saturday, February 22 ET on ABC- Dallas Renegades at Seattle Dragons: 5pm ET Saturday, February 22 ET at FOX- NY Guardians at St. Louis Battlehawks: 3pm ET Sunday, February 23 ET on ESPN- DC Defenders at LA Wildcats: 18:00 ET Sunday, February 23, ET at FS1Check out the full XFL 2020 schedule
hereHow to watch every XFL game in the U.S. Soccer fans in the U.S. will have plenty of options to watch XFL on television as more than half of this season's games will be broadcast free of charge in the air. Of the 43 XFL games this season, ABC will feature 14 and Fox will show 11. You will need a cable or subscription sports streaming service to watch the rest because FS1 will feature nine games,
FS2 will feature one game, ESPN will feature seven games and ESPN2 will show one Live streaming of XFL games will also be available on the ESPN App as well as on the Fox Sports App. We've listed some of our favorite streaming services to watch XFL below to make things easier for you, most of which also have a free trial: Hulu with Live TV $54.99 per month – Hulu gives you access to ESPN, FS1,
ABC and Fox in between channels and you can also watch Hulu Originals.Sling TV owned by this service starting at $20 per month – With Orange &amp; Blue combined Sling, you will get access to ESPN, FS1, Fox as well as many other channels. The service fee is only $20 for your first month but after that the price increases to $45 per month. FuboTV starts at $54.99 per month – FuboTV's basic plan
gives you access to 103 channels including Fox, FS1 and FS2. The service doesn't cover every channel you need to watch XFL this season but there's a lot of variety plus you'll get 30 hours of Cloud DVR and the ability to watch on two screens at once. YouTube TV $49.99 per month – YouTube TV gives you access to over 70 channels including Fox, ABC, ESPN, ESPN 2, FS1 and FS2 which means
you'll easily be able to watch every XFL game this season. YouTube TV also gives you unlimited cloud DVR storage if you want to record games for later. AT&amp;amp; T TV Now $65 per month – AT&amp;AMP; T Now gives you access to more than 45 channels including Fox, FS1, ESPN, ESPN2 and ABC. Although more expensive than other options on this list, AT&amp;T TV Now also comes with HBO
at the same price. How to stream the XFL live on English American football fans in the UK will be able to watch the XFL on BT Sport as BT Sport 3 and BT Sport/ESPN will both feature XFL games on television. If you're not already a BT Sport subscriber, you can sign up for the BT Sport Monthly Pass for just £25 a month to stream all the network content on your phone, tablet, Chromecast, Xbox, PS4 and
Samsung Smart TV. If you don't like the look of your BT Sport subscription, you can also watch XFL on ESPN Player. The service costs £9.99 per month or £69.99 for a full year and gives you access to every XFL game this season as well as other live sporting events, original ESPN and ESPN Movies on demand. If you find yourself outside the UK and want to watch XFL, don't worry about the geographical
blocker in your account – just grab a VPN and follow the instructions above to do a live stream of the action. Canadian football fans interested in checking out this season's XFL will be able to watch every game on TSN. The network will show XFL games throughout TSN 1, 2 and 3 on television but will also stream some games on its website or on the TSN App. If you live in Australia and want to watch the
XFL this season, then Foxtel has you covered because the network will be showing XFL games via ESPN. However, you'll need a Foxtel Sports Plan to watch all the action but you can also stream XFL on mobile using the Foxtel Go app. For those who prefer to only stream XFL online, the over-the-top service Kayo Sports has you covered. It costs between $25 and $35 per month depending on which plan
select and new customers can even take advantage of the FREE 14-day trial of the service. Kayo Sports will feature at least two live XFL games per week and it will also feature the playoffs as well as the finals. After the NBA temporarily suspended the 2020 season on March 11 The NHL, MLS, NCAA March Madness, and MLB Spring Training all followed suit, American sports fans left without live sports to
watch for nearly four months. In June and July, the big leagues all returned to play, creating a crowded fallout with the NFL, college football, NHL Stanley Cup Finals, NBA Finals, WNBA Finals, pro golf, and Triple Crown horse racing all happening at once. You'd think it would be a sports fan's dream. But his eyeballs haven't come back yet. Viewer numbers for all leagues fell sharply from 2019, according to
Nielsen data. Nba, NFL, NHL, MLB all lower FinalNBA viewers on ESPN (DIS) averaged 7.45 million viewers per game, down 51% from last year. Game 3 is the lowest-ranked NBA Finals Game 3 on record. Heading into the Finals, the Eastern Conference and Western Conference Finals declined 35%. NHL ratings rose 40% when the league first returned to play on August 1, but viewers for the Stanley
Cup Final on NBC (CMCSA) were down 61% from last year. In baseball, the ALCS and NLCS 2020 are down a combined 30% overall (the least-watched ALCS on record), and the World Series on Fox is the least watched in history, down 32% from the previous low. Ratings for the Kentucky Derby on NBC, which runs on Sep 5 (only the second time since 1945 that the race was not held on the first
Saturday in May) are down 49% from last year. Both US Open tournaments went down big: the final round of the US Open golf tournament on NBC, usually played in June, down 55% from 2019; attendance at the U.S. Open tennis tournament (men's and women's) on ESPN dropped 50% from 2019.LeBron James #23 of the Los Angeles Lakers reacts during the fourth quarter against the Miami Heat in
Game Six of the 2020 NBA Finals at AdventHealth Arena at the ESPN Wide World Of Sports Complex on October 11, 2020 in Lake Buena Vista, Florida. (Photo by Douglas P. DeFelice/Getty Images) Even the mighty NFL saw a decline: viewership fell 11% through Week 4 of the season. In NFL Week 5, viewer numbers declined again. Sunday's afternoon national game on CBS (VIAC) between the New
York Giants and Dallas Cowboys was down 7% from its equivalent game last year; Fox's Sunday NFL slate is down 23% from its equivalent window last year; Sunday Night Football on NBC between the Minnesota Vikings and Seattle Seahawks dropped 17% from its broadcast equivalent last year (but competed with Game 6 of the NBA Finals). The WNBA is the only exception among the pro leagues:
WNBA ratings are up 15% overall, and viewers for Game 3 of the WNBA Finals on ESPN are up 34% on top of last year. So: Why do viewers tune in to sport? First of all, it's not athlete politics. While some vocal critics on Twitter (including President Trump, in a tweet about the NBA) have blamed Black Lives Matter and the social justice movement, which has been driven by the league (through TV venues
and players who phrases on the back of jerseys and helmets). But the ratings downgrade hit all (including MLB, which has not embraced the on-field movement nearly as much as the WNBA, NBA, and NFL). And a September Marist poll of 1,560 American adults found that 46% of those surveyed said the outspoken politics of the athletes had made no difference in their consumption of live TV sports, writes
Yahoo Sports. Another 21% said outspoken politics had made them more likely to watch. Meanwhile, NASCAR's ratings have dropped just 1% since the start of its season on Feb 17 with the Daytona 500, suggesting that, contrary to what President Trump claimed in July, banning the confederate flag from NASCAR events did not make many fans turn away. A live sportOne striking difference between this
fall and last: all sports play at once. When in the past would you have heard of on-air promos for the NBA Finals during Monday Night Football? The NBA Finals are usually in June. There is a live sport, causing cannibalization: two NBA Finals games are in opposite NFL games. The success of the early-ranked NHL Playoffs, which returned on August 1 and enjoyed a few weeks before the fall of the crowd
arrived, supports the theory that too much live sports at once has hurt ratings for all. There's no previous comparison to what kind of viewers the NBA and NHL should get in the fall, against the NFL, because their seasons usually end in June. (It's also worth mentioning that championship games aren't the network's dream: Lakers vs. Celtics will likely be rated much better for ESPN than Lakers vs. Heat,
while the NHL tampa bay lightning vs. Dallas Stars game is far from ideal for NBC.) Tennessee Titans quarterback Ryan Tannehill (17) hands over the ball during the first half of an NFL football game against the Buffalo Bills Tuesday, Oct. 13, 2020, in Nashville, Tenn. (AP Photo/Wade Payne) The 2020 election is an election year. Live sports viewers in the fall have historically taken a hit in election years,
while political news networks enjoyed a boost. In fact, the current 11% drop for the NFL as a whole is exactly the same as the decline ESPN saw in the first five weeks of the season in 2016.In 2016, amid harsh media coverage of the NFL's ratings downgrade, the NFL blamed the election in a statement, saying, The ratings downgrade during the first month of the season was likely due to a meeting of
factors led by attention around our presidential election, which is unprecedented. In an internal memo to the NFL media committee, NFL media chief Brian Rolapp elaborated: The effect of the presidential election on NFL ratings has been seen before: in 2000, during the campaign between George W. Bush and Al Gore, the four NFL broadcast partners suffered year-on-year declines —Fox dropped 4%,
CBS dropped 10%, ABC dropped and ESPN is down 11%. And then there's the global pandemic. In addition to keeping up with election news, American sports fans have pretty much weighing in on them. The health crisis in America may just make it feel less important to many people. Given the trends of past election years, sports rankings this fall may have dropped anyway, even without a pandemic —
but seven months in some form of quarantine and wearing masks exacerbates the disruption. Chunks of fans fill seats during Game 3 of baseball's American League Division Series between the Tampa Bay Rays and New York Yankees, Wednesday, Oct 7, 2020, in San Diego. (AP Photo/Jae C. Hong) No fans in the StandsFinally, back playing during the pandemic, with all the necessary health and safety
precautions, have also changed what the game looks like on television. The NBA shows a screen with virtual fans in its game in a bubble; most MLB ballparks place cardboard cutouts of fan photos in their stands; at early NFL games, networks were pumped in fake crowd noise. It certainly hasn't been a past viewing experience, and for many fans, it's reduced from appeal. Sometimes, in some sports,
silence has made the game of play look less interesting. The most likely cause of the ratings downgrade is the perfect storm of all these external factors: a global pandemic that pushes some viewers away from the sport; continuing health and safety measures that change the way sports look instantly once they return; and a very interesting election. For major broadcasters, there is a much scarier
possibility, beyond 2020: that after four months without a sport, many viewers may find they don't miss it that much. And with more content available to them than ever before from streaming platforms like Netflix, Amazon, Hulu, Disney+, and premium cable, those viewers may not return.—Daniel Roberts is editor-at-large at Yahoo Finance and covers the sports business closely. Follow him on Twitter at
@readDanwrite.The biggest storyline of the 2020 NFL season isn't pandemic —it's a gambleWhy the sports industry is hungry for SPACsMichael Jordan gets an equity stake in DraftKings, The surge in shares of NASCAR's only black driver Bubba Wallace changed the sport forever in 2 daysAs sports went straight back to TV, so did draftkings and fanDuelDraftKings ads completing the merger to go public,
even as the sport shut down Investors' Business DailyDow Jones futures higher early Wednesday, as Senate Majority Leader McConnell introduced a competing stimulus-check bill. Moderna shares have fallen hard, dipping 40% from this month's highs to recent lows. The graph shows opportunities for investors. How much will you get - and when? Wall Street has mixed feelings about penny stocks. This
ticker changed hands at a price of less than $5 per share either attracting investors with their high return potential or sending them running up the hill, Why? When we say the potential for returns is high, we are not exaggerating. Cheap price points allow investors to take more shares than is possible when investing in other more well-known names. T more than that, even what feels like a trivial share price
appreciation can translate to massive percentage gains. That said, there is no reason some investors are wary when it it seds penny stocks. The risks involved with these dramas scare the weak-hearted as very real problems such as weak fundamentals or exceptional strong winds can be undersanested by low share prices. So, how should investors approach the investment potential of a dime? By taking
cues from the analyst community. These experts bring in-depth knowledge of the industries they cover and substantial experience to the table. Given this, we used the TipRanks database to find two attractive penny stocks, according to Wall Street analysts. Both tickers boast Strong Buy consensus ratings and plenty of upside potential. Matinas BioPharma (MTNB) By using lipid nano-crystal platform (LNC)
delivery technology, Matinas BioPharma hopes to solve complex challenges related to oral delivery of small molecules, gene therapy, vaccines, proteins, and peptides. Currently going to be $0.87 each, some Street members believe its share price presents an attractive entry point. Writing for BTIG, 5-star analyst Robert Hazlett pointed to MAT2203 as a key component of his bullish thesis. The therapy is
designed as a liposomal nanocrystal (LNC) version of the broad-spectrum B anti-fungal amphotericin that allows oral delivery of the drug. Ahead of EnACT's Phase 2 trial evaluating candidates in cryptococcal meningitis, with registration for Cohort 2 set to begin in the short term and subsequent DSMB data expected by mid-2021, Hazlett pointed out that this is the first of several potential indications with
novel antifungals. Further explaining his optimism about therapy, Hazlett stated, There is a unanimous recommendation by the independent DSMB to move to a second group of patients at EnACT, which is a validation event for MAT2203, as progress through the cohort is assessed by the CSF mushroom clearance rate and the absence of a rebounding mushroom count, and progress through the EnACT
cohort therefore signifies mat2203 activity and its successful crossing of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) to maintain a reduction in the number of fungi in csf. In addition, registration for ENHANCE-IT, mat9001 head-to-head trial compared to Vascepa Amarin, has been completed. MAT9001 is the EPA's MTNB and DPA free fatty acid formulation, and according to Hazlett, it produces much higher EPA blood
levels than Vascepa.If that's not enough, the company recently announced a collaboration with NIAID to study the liposomal nanocrystal formulation (LNC) of Gilead remdesivir, for oral formulations We believe this collaboration further validates LNC Matinas technology, Hazlett commented. In line with his bullish stance, Hazlett rates MTNB a Buy, and his $5 price target implies room for a stunning 474%
upside potential in the next 12 months. (To watch Hazlett's track record, click here) now all over the Way, other analysts echo Hazlett's sentiments. Just for the ass recommendations have been published in the last three months, MTNB gets strong buy analyst consensus. With the average price target coming in at $4, the stock could jump 359% from its current level. (See MTNB stock analysis at TipRanks)
Equillium (EQ)Utilizing a deep understanding of immunology and its role in disease, Equillium developed innovative therapies for severe autoimmune and inflammatory disorders. With the stock trading at $4.25, some analysts think that now is the time to pull the trigger. After The Company's Analyst Day highlighted its clinical program for anti-CD6 monoclonal antibody itolizumab, Leerink analyst Thomas
Smith remained optimistic about its long-term growth prospects. During the event, EQ released individual patient responses along with biomarker analysis, coming on the heels of recent positive interim data from the first three groups of Phase 1b Equating trials studying itolizumab in acute grafts versus host disease (aGVHD). Going forward, the company wants to expand the dose in Cohorts 2 and 3, by
enrolling three additional patients in each group, with top line results from the trial expected in 1H21. Looking at preliminary data from the Phase 1b EQUATE trial, it showed a fast, deep, and durable response to itolizumab in aGVHD, according to smith. As for the updated data, there was an overall response rate (ORR) of 80% across all doses on the 57th day, with 8 out of 10 total patients achieving a
complete response (CR). Furthermore, this therapy is also associated with the ability to negotiate and reduce doses of systemic steroid use in patients. These results are in line with biomarker data showing that itolizumab rapidly reduces cd6 expression in CD4 and CD8 T cells. We believe these results are interesting and support EQ's plan to expand the dose to additional GVHD patients at dose levels of
0.8mg/kg and 1.6mg/kg, Smith explained. If that wasn't enough, EQ presented preclinical research and translations supporting the Phase 1b EQUALISE trial for itolizumab in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) and lupus nephritis (LN), and Smith expects top line results at SLE to come in 1Q21 and interim results at LN in 2H21. For this, Smith rates EQ a Buy along with an $18 price target. If this target is
met in the next year, investors could pocket a ~328% gain. (To watch Smith's track record, click here) What to say all over the street? 3 Buy and without Holds or Sells add up to a Strong Buy consensus rating. Given the average price target of $15, the stock could skyrocket 328% next year. (See EQ stock analysis at TipRanks) To find great ideas for trading penny stocks with attractive valuations, visit
TipRanks Best Stocks to Buy, a newly launched tool that brings together all tipranks equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are solely from Flagship. This content is intended to be used for information purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis make any investment. Daily Business Investor Shares the best dividends provide a strong boost to income and retirement
portfolios. These stocks offer solid results and strong performance. Daily Business InvestorIf you lose $609 billion when others are up 14.5% - it's a bad year. That's what happens to some of the S&P 500 giant's stocks in the 2020s.Have questions about your retirement, including where to live? Email us at HelpMeRetire@marketwatch.comAlibaba Group Holding Ltd (NYSE: BABA) founder Jack Ma now
ranks behind Pinduoduo Inc(NASDAQ: PDD) CEO Colin Huang in terms of net worth, Bloomberg reported Tuesday.What Happened: Huang and fellow Chinese tech mogul Ma Huateng of Tencent Holdings Limited (OTC: TCEHY) are worth $58.6 billion and $53.6 billion respectively, while Ma is worth $50.9 billion, according to the Bloomberg Billionaires Index.Even amid increased scrutiny by Chinese
regulators, the three billionaires -- Huang, Pony Ma, and Jack Ma -- managed to add $39 billion, $14.7 billion, and $4.3 billion to their respective assets by 2020. Why It Matters: Alibaba's founder has seen his fortune eroded by $11 billion since the Chinese crackdown began in October, noted Bloomberg.See Also: Why Pinduoduo Could Be the 'Main Beneficiary' Of China's Regulatory Misfortune Alibaba
reportedly received a change of clothes from Chinese regulators ahead of the initial public offering of Ant Group, a fintech company he co-founded. The IPO -- expected to be the largest in history -- was suspended by Chinese authorities in November.Price Action: On Friday, Alibaba shares closed 6.14% higher and gained 0.89% in after-hours trading in New York. On the same day, Pinduoduo shares
closed nearly 15.6% higher at $166.19 and Tencent's OTC shares closed nearly 3.8% higher at $69.86.Photo source: World Economic Forum via WikimediaSee more from Benzinga * Click here for trading options from Benzinga * Alibaba Regulatory Woes A 'Nirvana Set Up' For FAANG Shares, Analyst * Jack Ma's Ant Mulls Makes Holding Company To Resolve Regulatory Crisis: Report(C) 2020
Benzinga.com. Benzinga did not provide investment advice. All rights reserved.2020 has been a monster profit year for individual stocks, with companies like Tesla seeing triple-digit increases. (Bloomberg) -- Sheila Patel, chairman of Goldman Sachs Group Inc.'s asset management unit. left the $1.8 trillion division after nearly two decades at the company. Patel, 51, is one of the most senior women in the
company and shepherds some of Goldman's highest-profile relationships with investors around the world. He will step down from the partnership and become an advisory director in the new year, Chief Executive Officer David Solomon said in a memo to staff Monday. Sheila has contributed to our culture, by serving as a mentor to many Goldman Sachs professionals around the world, Solomon said in the
memo. I look forward to benefiting from his ongoing advice. Patel rises to Goldman Goldman's highest ranking 2006 when he was named a partner within three years of joining the company. Part of the bank's management committee in Europe, he oversees the rapidly growing environment, social and governance that impacts investment. Prior to joining the asset management unit, he worked in various
roles in the equity division, including as distribution co-head in Asia and head of U.S. derivatives sales. Goldman's partnership ranks have shrunk, with a number of longtime executives departing in recent years. This year, the company has added the smallest number of partners since 1998, a move that could limit costs, as elite ranks tend to come with significant facilities. The asset management unit has
also faced remarkable changes. Tim O'Neill, a chief executive in the division since 2008 and a partner since 1990 who helped turn the business into a juggernaut, was moved to a senior advisory role in recent months, while Eric Lane and Julian Salisbury were tasked with leading asset management as it added more theft in traders' banking capabilities. The bank is seeking to increase its presence in private
fundraisers. Meanwhile, leaders in the business including quantitative investment co-head Gary Chropuvka and Kane Brenan, who oversees businesses working with pension funds, have announced their departures since mid-2019. Patel was appointed to the company's management committee in 2018 as part of Solomon's first major personnel move after being named CEO, increasing the number of
women in the company's senior governing body. (Updates with previous departures begin in the sixth paragraph.) For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay ahead with the most trusted business news sources.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.DEEP DIVE During the March plunge in the stock market, it may be difficult for you to expect 2020 to end as a good year for stocks,
but very low interest rates from the Federal Reserve, unprecedented federal spending to support the economy and investor enthusiasm for technology stocks do just that. Business Daily Investors Dow Jones, the S&P 500 and the Nasdaq composite showed modest losses in afternoon trading, but small caps fell sharply, with the Russell 2000 down more than 2%. Business DailyAlibaba Group investors and
other Chinese stocks surged Tuesday as e-commerce leaders indicated that progress was being made on overhauling the operations of online finance giant Ant Group.Shares of Business DailyApple investors hit record highs on Tuesday after an analyst predicted it would be a high-performing FAANG stock by 2021. This will be the third year in a row at the top of the group for Apple.Many people have
become millionaires of Tesla's skyrocketing share price than 700% this year. Julian Emanuel, BTIG's chief equity and derivatives strategist, explained to CNBC in an interview why the stock market bubble bubble soared to the level of the dot-com era bubble that disintegrated in 2000 and also why it might not be a bad thing. Tje Tje bitcoin has become one of the top stories of the 2020s.What Happened:
Bitcoin reached an all-time high of all-time in December, passing the $27,000 level on December 27.With the rise in cryptocurrency prices, bitcoin's market capitalization has taken it past several financial companies. Earlier in 2020, bitcoin passed JPMorgan Chase (NYSE: JPM) and Mastercard Inc (NASDAQ: MA). Over the weekend, bitcoin's market capitalization passed $500 billion and made it more
valuable than Visa Inc (NYSE: V). Related Links: 8 Stocks To Play BitcoinWhy's Rise Is Important: According to AssetDash, bitcoin is now the 11th most valuable asset by market capitalization, with a valuation of $500-billion. Bitcoin passed four companies on the list in December.Next on the list is Berkshire Hathaway (NYSE: BRK-A) (NYSE: BRK-B), led by legendary investor Warren Buffett. The Oracle of
Omaha has become a vocal bitcoin bear. Buffett once said bitcoin is probably rat poison squared. In terms of cryptocurrencies, generally, I can say almost certainly that they will end badly. If I could buy five years of wearing every cryptocurrency, I would love to do it but I would never be short of a dime, Buffett told CNBC in 2018.Berkshire Hathaway is ranked 10th on the list of assets with a market
capitalization of $535.7 billion. With 18,583,275 bitcoins out, the price must be $28,827 to pass berkshire hathaway's value. With additional bitcoins being mined and the cryptocurrency's rise on the rise, it could happen soon. Apple Inc (NASDAQ: AAPL) topped AssetDash's list with a market capitalization of $2.3 trillion. Alibaba Group (NYSE: BABA) ranked eighth with a cap of $602 million, and had fallen
three places in December.Price Action: Bitcoin was trading at $26,714.06 at the last inspection Monday. Grayscale Bitcoin Trust (OTC: GBTC) ended Monday's session up 11.33% at $30.45 and more than 200% higher in the 2020s.See more from Benzinga * Click here for trading options from Benzinga * Ideanomics Shares Rally On Ride-Hailing EV Purchase: What Investors Should Know * Congress
should update ppp(C) 2020 Benzinga.com. Benzinga did not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. European stocks rose higher on Wednesday as britain approved a COVID-19 vaccine developed by AstraZeneca and Oxford University, while betting more U.S. fiscal aid and massive vaccination efforts spurred hopes of a strong global economic recovery next year. The pan-European STOXX 600
was up 0.1% by 0810 GMT, hovering near a 10-month high hit in the previous session. AstraZeneca shares rose 1.3% after jumping 3.3% earlier in anticipation of the news. Vehicle maker Business Daily Investor Kandi Technologies a credit financing deal with one of china's largest state-owned banks. Back wise, Novavax (NVAX) has undoubtedly become the most successful coronavirus stock of them all,
with 2020 profits reaching an astonishing 2920%. However, however, entering the year-end stretch, COVID-19 vaccine candidate vaccine specialist NVX-CoV2373 has been in danger of being adrift from the competition. Both Moderna's (MRNA) mRNA-1273 and Pfizer's (PFE)/BioNTech's (BNTX) BNT162b2, have been authorized for emergency use and are already distributed throughout the U.S. and the
world. But now Novavax can finally work towards closing the gap. In the end, on Monday, the company announced an elevator off U.S. and Mexican phase 3 studies. A PREVENT-19 trial evaluating NVX-CoV2373 has been launched in 115 locations and 30,000 participants are expected to enroll in the program. With more than 25% of participants over the age of 65, and black/African American patients
making up an additional 15%, this study has been specifically designed to assess the impact of vaccine candidates on a diverse population. Novavax already has a Phase 3 clinical trial fully listed in the process in the UK with provisional data readings expected soon. The company may be lagging behind the competition, but its offerings have unique properties that set it apart from existing vaccines. Unlike
moderna vaccines that must be stored in freezers and Pfizer/BioNTech offerings that require more extreme ultra-cold temperatures, NVX-CoV2373 can be stored in refrigerators. B.Riley analyst Mayank Mamtani said the first interim data reading of the U.S. study was likely as early as 2Q21. The analyst believes Novavax's offer could still have a major role in the global distribution of the Covid-19 vaccine
and tell investors to buy the recent downturn. We remain biased against our bull case scenario of best-in-class NVAX immunogenicity which translates to 90%+ VE and distinguishes the target product profile in terms of reactivity to position '2373 as the global vaccine solution of choice, the 5-star analyst said. We believe NVAX's 12/28 (-10) equity weakness, largely attributed to AZ positive comments about
AZD1222 under review by UK regulators this week, presents an attractive buying opportunity. As such, Mamtani's rating remains a buy, while the $223 price target also remains. An 85% gain could be on the cards, if the target is met over the next 12 months. (To watch Mamtani's track record, click here) Barring 1 Sell, all 5 other current analyst reviews rate Novavax a Buy. Nvax's Moderate Buy consensus
rating is supported by an average price target of $183.20, implying a potential rise of 52% next year. (See analysis of NVAX shares in TipRanks) To find great ideas for trading coronavirus stocks at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks Best Stocks to Buy, a newly launched tool that brings together all tipranks equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are solely from featured analysts.
This content is intended to be used for information purposes only. It is very important to perform an analysis before making any investment. Investment. Investment.
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